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Twenty-one months since the passing of the Integrated Resort
(IR) Implementation Law , Japan’s procedure continues to
gradually move forward. However, there are still major steps that
must be accomplished for the gaming industry to lay its roots in
this East Asian country.
In order to understand the thought process of each candidate
site and its local government, it is vital to take note of the some of
the key dates and policies that affect the strategic planning of an
IR implementation plan submission.
This report aims to clarify some of the information that has
been publicized and reported by focusing on the key points, and
then look into a local perspective of the current IR
implementation timeline:
Key Policies
The key “policies” and what they mean
Key Dates and Procedural Steps
Upcoming milestones in timeline form as well as the key dates at
the national-level and how they affect local schedules
Japan IR Timeline Q&A
Common inquiries received in FAQ form.
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Key Policies
IR Basic Policy
• Released by the Central Government
• Contains foundation-level requirements for IR in Japan
• Draft version was released in September 2019
• Final version must be released by July 26, 2020
Local IR Implementation Policy
• Released by local governments
• Contains requirements and measures set by the each local
government on top of the national IR Basic Policy
• All four candidates have released only Draft versions of their
IR Implementation Policy

•

Osaka

November 21, 2019

Wakayama

February 20, 2020

Yokohama

March 12, 2020

Nagasaki

April 6, 2020

Local governments are awaiting the release of the final
national IR Basic Policy before confirming their
Implementation Policy drafts as final.
IR Implementation
Policy
(Local Government)
IR Implementation
Basic Policy
(Central Government)
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IR operators will need to comply
with both local and national
policies in order to make an
eligible business proposal
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Key Dates and Procedural Steps
There are two important dates that need close attention.
July 26, 2020
This is the deadline set by the IR Implementation Law for the
final version of the National IR Basic Policy to be released.
July 30, 2021
There is no date more important than July 30th, 2021.
The submission period for IR implementation plans to the
Central Government by local governments and their IR
partners runs from January 4, 2021 to July 30, 2021. This
clear deadline affects every single timeline.
If there are to be changes, it is much more likely that the July
2021 deadline is moved than the July 26, 2020 date, as the
latter would involve revising the IR Implementation Law.
The four candidate local governments have been moving
around their schedules for a variety of reasons, however the
one constant has always been to have their IR business
partner decided in Autumn 2020. This is a simple back
calculation from the July 30, 2021 deadline, because there
must be sufficient time to openly discuss and create a sound
business plan for their application to the Central Government.
Regardless of when the RFP procedure begins, local
governments currently have a rough estimate of 2 - 3 months
after receiving operator proposals to select their IR partner
and at the very least 7 months to finalize with their partner
an IR business plan. This makes for a very tight schedule.
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Japan IR Timeline Q&A
What does the current Japan IR timeline actually look like?
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Osaka
RFP

IR Partner Selection

Plan with IR Partner for Central Government Submission

Osaka extends dialogue period and
operator plan submission period by 3 months
on March 27th (April to July)

Wakayama
RFP

IR Partner Selection

Plan with IR Partner for Central Government Submission

IR Partner Selection

Plan with IR Partner for Central Government Submission

Nagasaki
RFP

Nagasaki originally had a Spring 2020 RFP, pushed
back to match National Basic Policy release

Yokohama
RFP

IR Partner Selection

Plan with IR Partner for Central Government Submission

Yokohama delays release of their final version of
the Yokohama IR Implementation Policy on April 16
(June to August)
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2021

Deadline for Central Government to
release National IR Basic Policy
7/26/2020

Deadline for IR plan submissions to
the Central Government
7/30/2021

What main things related to RFP and partner selection did Osaka,
Yokohama and Nagasaki “delay” in recent public comments?
•

Osaka extended the competitive dialogue and operator plan submission
periods, meaning an extension to their procedure which had already
started. Yokohama delayed the release of their local Implementation
Policy, and will likely start their RFP once they release the final version
of the policy. Nagasaki adjusted their schedule based on the national
timeline. In essence, Yokohama and Nagasaki are saying the same thing
but from different perspectives, as both plan to start their RFP after the
release of their local IR Implementation Plan (which is pending the final
National IR Basic Policy to be released before July 26, 2020).
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Japan IR Timeline Q&A (continued)
Why are the local governments going forward with these schedules?
•
•
•
•

•
•

The deadline for submitting IR implementation plans to the Central
Government is July 30, 2021.
The time limit for the Central Government has to release the final
version of the IR Basic Policy is July 26, 2020.
Local government timelines are a back-calculation from the IR
implementation plan submission deadline of July 30, 2021.
Timeline differences are mainly due to development strategies and
requirements, as well as other local factors. For Example, Osaka
previously had the matter of development in sync with the World
Expo 2025, as well as the need for a longer planning period to
develop the untouched Yumeshima land.
Yokohama and Nagasaki have long stated that the national timeline
will be the basis of their schedules.
Wakayama has stuck to their schedule as they were already in a
similar timeline with what the current landscape calls for.

What is the difference between a National IR Basic Policy and a local
IR Implementation Policy?
•
•

The National Basic Policy is released by the Central Government and
for this case is the basis for IR implementation in Japan. This will only
contain the main requirements and not all the fine details.
Each local government will have their own Implementation Policy
with local requirements "on top of" of the National IR Basic Policy.

Why are there only drafts of the Local IR Implementation Policy?
•

Each local government can not release a final version of their IR
implementation Policy without cross-checking it with the final
version of the National IR Basic Policy.
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Japan IR Timeline Q&A (continued)
When will the final version of the National Basic Policy be released?
•
•

This has not been clarified by the Central Government, however the
IR Implementation law sets the deadline for the releasing the
National IR Basic Policy on July 26, 2020.
Minister Akabane of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism stated on April 14, 2020 that deliberation with
municipalities will continue, but the July 30th, 2021 submission
deadline is currently unchanged.

Why are draft versions of the National Basic Policy and local
Implementation Policy released in the first place?
•
•

This is a matter of transparency and informing the public, usually
aimed more towards local community. There were also “preliminary
drafts” that were released and open for public comments.
Final versions will be released, adding or adjusting details based on
1) changes to the IR Basic Policy, 2) changes in global and local
circumstances and/or 3) in order to further clarify specific points.

What is the status of each Local Implementation Policy?
•

•

Drafts were released on the following dates
Osaka

November 21, 2019

Wakayama

February 20, 2020

Yokohama

March 12, 2020

Nagasaki

April 6, 2020

Yokohama has stated August 2020 for releasing their final version.
Osaka, Wakayama and Nagasaki have stated they will release in
accordance with the release of the IR Basic Policy, which would be
July 26, 2020 at the latest. They could all end up being in August.
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Japan IR Timeline Q&A (continued)
Osaka and Wakayama started their RFP process before the release
of the final versions of the National Basic Policy and local
Implementation Policy?
•
•

•

In the case of Osaka and Wakayama, yes.
The local IR Implementation Policy drafts are based on the draft of
the IR Basic Policy. Thus, proposals by operators (in Osaka’s case,
MGM) will need to be based on the current drafts or any upcoming
updates that have been made public.
It was assumed that there would be ample time to adjust to any
minor changes in the final version of the national policy.

What happens if the National Basic Policy has major changes?
•
•

There will most likely not be any major changes to the basic policies
for facilities and gambling addiction measures. The biggest possible
change at this point would be pushing back the submission schedule.
One thing to note is that these are the “basic policies” and not “full
tax requirements” or “gaming regulations”. We are still some time
away from complete clarity on points such as exact gross-gaming
revenue calculation method and types of games that will be allowed
on the casino floor.

Will Yokohama and Nagasaki start the RFP process before the
release of the final versions of the National Basic Policy and their
own local Implementation Policy?
•

This is a simple matter: most likely not.
Q&A End
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Flexibility Is Key for Local Governments
In the same way a private company needs to plan for recovery from a time
of global hardship, local governments also must plan for the recovery of their
communities and tourism industries. There are various ways to stimulate
local business and tourism other than resorts and casinos. However, it is clear
that an IR is a rare opportunity to develop a project of such considerable size
that could change the fortunes of local communities.
While the entire Japan IR procedure has been a learning experience for all
parties, the four candidate municipalities have always seen IR
implementation as a grand opportunity to promote tourism, drive new tax
revenue and invest into local development. Now, these concepts have taken
on even more importance, and local government’s perspective and direction
have the biggest effect on the citizens’ daily lives.
As the world copes and eventually recovers from its current state, it will be
vital for local governments to think and act with transparency and flexibility
regarding IR implementation. The Central Government has the reigns to the
national timeline and gaming operators all have been impacted in a big way
by closures and operational limitations due to Covid-19.
It is up to Osaka, Wakayama, Nagasaki and Yokohama to balance the
legislative and corporate facets of developing an IR during this point in time,
and they must do so in a way that does not alienate their citizens. It is only
the first step in a long and winding process for these local governments.
Nevertheless, this is the time where the foundation of their integrated resort
project will be built. Not only in just the numbers and buildings, but also with
consideration for local and global situations, and most importantly
consideration for transparency with their citizens. A positive stance on local
development and flexibility to take multiple perspectives into consideration
during a challenging time will always be meaningful takeaways for future
policies and action.
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About Bay City Ventures Limited
Founded in January 2019, the Tokyo-based company focuses on the
gaming, sports and entertainment industries. The company has a client
base that spans across Asia, North America, Europe and Australia, and
has the honor of being one of the few private sector entities to have
working relationships with local government for the Japan IR movement
Managing Director Joji Kokuryo is a Japanese national currently residing
in Yokohama, Japan. He has senior management experience in the
gaming industry, most notably in roles as the as the head of business
operations and regulatory compliance. He is also a founding board
member and technical advisor for the International Gaming Standards
Association Japan.
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